Deliver time-efficient training to your employees with this training series. These concise training programs provide important safety lessons on core topics to your employees.

**MOL001 | SAFETY MATTERS: MOLD AWARENESS**
Help employees understand how, where, why mold spreads; recognize signs of mold growth; and prevent mold exposure through housekeeping. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**COM004 | SAFETY MATTERS: COMPRESSED GAS CYLINDERS**
Show employees how to prevent explosions and leaks from compressed gas cylinders. Covers gas types, labels, symbols, PPE, and handling, inspection, and storage. Formats available: DVD, streaming video coming soon and interactive online course.

**RES011 | SAFETY MATTERS: RESPIRATOR SAFETY**
This program discusses the different types of respirators; medical evaluation and fit testing; and the procedures for proper care, cleaning, and maintenance of a respirator. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**FAD012 | SAFETY MATTERS: CPR AND AED**
This program explains the five links of the cardiac chain of survival and CPR procedures for children, teens, and adults. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**HAZ025 | SAFETY MATTERS: COMBUSTIBLE DUST**
Explains how dust explosions happen and how they can be prevented. The program also covers training requirements. Formats available: DVD, interactive online course and streaming video coming soon.

**DRM002 | SAFETY MATTERS: DRUM HANDLING**
Show employees how to recognize different drum types; label, inspect, handle, and store drums; and follow procedures if there’s a small spill or leak. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course coming soon.

**ELE020 | SAFETY MATTERS: ARC FLASH**
Protect employees and help them understand the causes of arc flash, training and regulations, safe work practices, boundaries, hazard risk category levels, incident energy analysis, and PPE requirements. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**HEA012 | SAFETY MATTERS: HEAT STRESS**
Help employees recognize the symptoms of heat illnesses, and know what actions to take and what treatments to seek for each. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.
**EXT005 | SAFETY MATTERS: PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS**
Get an overview of fire safety. Help employees identify the five major types of fires; the appropriate extinguisher for each; the R.A.C.E. and P.A.S.S. methods, housekeeping, and electrical safety. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**CRA006 | SAFETY MATTERS: INDOOR CRANES**
Help protect employees from the hazards of crane work. The program shows the dos and don’ts of inspections, testing, rigging, and operations. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**HRG005 | SAFETY MATTERS: HEARING PROTECTION**
Educate employees on basic ear anatomy, the Hearing Protection Program, and proper PPE to help prevent NIHL. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**BAK009 | SAFETY MATTERS: BACK SAFETY**
Year after year, back injuries are one of the leading causes of on-the-job injuries. Help your employees protect their backs with the information presented in this course. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**FIR014 | SAFETY MATTERS: FIRE SAFETY**
Fire is a strong force that can destroy buildings, businesses, and even lives in a matter of minutes. This program covers important safety matters like how fires start, how to prevent them, and how to fight a fire if you ever find yourself face-to-face with the flames. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**CRA007 | SAFETY MATTERS: CRANE INSPECTION**
Show employees how to conduct and prepare for daily, monthly, or annual inspections. Covers roles and responsibilities, post-inspection, logs, and corrective measures. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**SSL001 | SAFETY MATTERS: SMALL SPILLS AND LEAKS**
Discuss the six steps for responding to a small spill or leak. The program covers the dos and don’ts for each step, Safety Data Sheets, and PPE. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**ME063 | SAFETY MATTERS: EMERGENCY ACTION PLANNING**
Show employees what they — as a group and as individuals — need to do during emergencies. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**LAB006 | SAFETY MATTERS: LAB SAFETY**
Share with employees the steps to minimize the risk of injury in a lab and clue them in on the hazards they may face. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**PPE016 | SAFETY MATTERS: PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT**
Personal protective equipment (PPE) is designed and built to minimize the risk of contact with hazardous equipment that can cause injury to your face, hands, and feet. This program shows employees the proper PPE to use for various hazards and discusses the responsibilities of both the employer and the employee. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.
**OFF006 | SAFETY MATTERS: OFFICE SAFETY**
Complacency can often set in when working in an office setting, but hazards are lurking around every corner. Familiarize your employees with the dangers they should be aware of. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**MAC003 | SAFETY MATTERS: MACHINE GUARDING**
Every year almost twenty thousand people are injured and lose limbs in machine related incidents. Almost a thousand of them die. Provide your employees a brief overview of the hazards of working with machinery, the general types of machine safeguards, and how to do the job right to avoid injury, amputation, or even worse. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**ERG015 | SAFETY MATTERS: STRAINS AND SPRAINS**
Avoiding risky behavior and engaging in safe work practices are ways to actively sidestep the pain from strains and sprains. This program helps your employees understand the difference between strains and sprains and the best way to treat both injuries. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**EME062 | SAFETY MATTERS: ACTIVE SHOOTER PREPAREDNESS**
This program addresses how to report suspicious activity as well as how to respond in an ASI by determining when it's best to run, hide or fight. It also maps out what to expect and how to respond when law enforcement arrives at the scene. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**CSE014 | SAFETY MATTERS: CONFINED SPACE ENTRY**
Confined spaces are not just challenging work environments – they also pose a serious threat to safety. This program educates employees on confined spaces and how to operate safely within such environments. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**WEL005 | SAFETY MATTERS: WELDING SAFETY**
Welding plays a vital role in virtually every industry, but these necessary operations come with health and safety risks that affect more than half a million workers every day. In this training program, viewers hear about the common types of welding, the hazards associated with welding, and specific lines of defense against welding hazards. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**EME061 | SAFETY MATTERS: SECURITY AT WORK**
Every organization is susceptible to threats that can have a spectrum of negative effects. These threats can range from technological ones to bomb scares to intruders. This program reveals to employees the various types of threats and proactive measures one can take to prevent them. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**STF005 | SAFETY MATTERS: SLIPS, TRIPS, AND FALLS**
Slips, trips and falls (STFs) make up a quarter of the injuries reported in the workplace. Help increase your employees’ knowledge and awareness on the causes and steps to take to reduce and prevent STFs. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.
**LOT012 | SAFETY MATTERS: LOCKOUT/TAGOUT**
Foster awareness of the sources of energy we work with, the dangers of those energies, and the systems in place to prevent potential issues with this training program. It also covers the five main causes of preventable injuries and the 7-step lockout/tagout procedure. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

**WIN002 | SAFETY MATTERS: WINTER SAFETY**
Help protect your workers from cold weather conditions with information on cold stress and other illnesses, as well as tips for safe winter driving. Formats available: DVD, streaming video and interactive online course.

Preview these programs free online at www.dsslearning.com! Call 800-767-7703 or email info@training.consultdss.com

www.twitter.com/DSSLearning
www.linkedin.com/company/consult-dss
www.youtube.com/ConsultDSS